Group-size-dependent punishment of idle subordinates in a cooperative breeder where helpers pay to stay
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In cooperative breeding systems, dominant breeders sometimes tolerate unrelated individuals even if they inflict costs on the dominants. According to the ‘pay-to-stay’ hypothesis, (i) subordinates can outweigh these costs by providing help and (ii) dominants should be able to enforce help by punishing subordinates that provide insufficient help. This requires that dominants can monitor helping and can recognize group members individually. In a field experiment, we tested whether cooperatively breeding cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher subordinates increase their help after a forced ‘idle’ period, how other group members respond to a previously idle helper, and how helper behaviour and group responses depend on group size. Previously idle helpers increased their submissiveness and received more aggression than control helpers, suggesting that punishment occurred to enforce help. Subordinates in small groups increased their help more than those in large groups, despite receiving less aggression. When subordinates were temporarily removed, dominants in small groups were more likely to evict returning subordinates. Our results suggest that only in small groups do helpers face a latent threat of punishment by breeders as predicted by the pay-to-stay hypothesis. In large groups, cognitive constraints may prevent breeders from tracking the behaviour of a large number of helpers.

1. Introduction

Cooperative breeding, where subordinate individuals help to rear a brood produced by dominant breeders, occurs in several species of invertebrates and vertebrates, including mammals, birds and fish [1]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain how selection can favour cooperative behaviours that directly benefit other group members at the expense of the direct fitness of the actor. Evolutionary explanations distinguish between indirect and direct benefits of helping [2]. Kin selection explains altruistic behaviour of individuals helping relatives [3,4], whereas direct fitness benefits can be gained by helpers through three main routes: (i) by group augmentation through helping [5,6], which may increase the survival prospects of helpers; (ii) by increasing the chances of own future reproduction (for instance, through territory inheritance [7], acquisition of breeding skills [8] or an increase in ‘social prestige’, which may aid the acquisition of dominance or mating partners [9]); or (iii) the ‘pay-to-stay’ hypothesis [10] predicts that if subordinate group members inflict costs on dominant breeders due to competition for resources and reproduction, the ensuing conflict of interest can be resolved if helpers assume important duties such as territory defence or brood care to compensate for these costs [11,12].

Among the above-mentioned mechanisms, ‘pay-to-stay’ has received empirical [13–22] and theoretical support [11,12]. Empirical support to date stems mostly from a single species, however. In the cooperatively breeding cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher, evidence from several experimental studies in the laboratory and the field showed that cooperation is largely based on pay-to-stay in this...
species [15, 17–19, 21, 23–25]. Evidence in other species is scarce [13, 22], and reported indications of pay-to-stay may also be explained by alternative ultimate or proximate mechanisms [22]. Studies investigating pay-to-stay focused mainly on predictions regarding behavioural responses of group members towards helpers not paying in accordance with need [13–15, 17]. Others investigated how the tolerance of subordinates depends on the need for help [18, 26], how helpers adjust their cooperative effort to alternative options [19, 27], how dominant individuals benefit from subordinates [16] and if the amount of helping increases tolerance in the group [28]. Most studies have supported predictions derived from the pay-to-stay hypothesis (but see [16, 28]).

Among the mechanisms proposed to explain altruistic helping, only pay-to-stay predicts that dominant individuals enforce help by subordinates [11]. Therefore, several experimental studies attempted to test whether ‘idle’ helpers are punished by dominant individuals [13–15, 17, 29]. While some of these studies reported an increase in aggression on return of a temporarily removed helper [13, 17], it has so far not been shown conclusively that punishment increases the helping effort of subordinates [30–32]. Furthermore, it has been argued that pay-to-stay may be unlikely to maintain cooperation because of the required cognitive skills [31]. Dominant individuals need to monitor helpfulness of individual subordinates and react accordingly by punishing idle helpers. Most experimental evidence for pay-to-stay has been established in small groups of cooperative breeders, sometimes well below the average group size [13, 15, 24], hence it remains unclear if cooperation in large groups can be maintained by this mechanism as well.

The cooperatively breeding cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher lives in social groups containing 1 to more than 25 helpers varying in relatedness, size and sex [23, 25, 33–36]. In this species many important predictions derived from the pay-to-stay hypothesis have received experimental support. Neolamprologus pulcher helpers have been shown to increase their helping effort in the home territory both after being temporarily removed (field experiments [17]) and after being prevented from helping (laboratory experiments [14, 15]). However, an important prediction of pay-to-stay models, namely that breeders increase their aggression to punish ‘lazy’ subordinates, has not yet been conclusively demonstrated in this species [14, 15, 17].

Punishment or elevated aggression by dominant individuals often leads to the eviction of subordinate group members in cooperative breeders [18, 37–39]. Theory predicts that dominants should show an increased propensity to evict ‘lazy’ helpers and subordinates that directly compete with dominants for reproduction [40]. In N. pulcher, adult subordinates can steal fertilizations or bud off parts of the dominants’ territory [18, 41–45]. Eviction rates of subordinates are predicted to increase with decreasing group productivity [40], which is often associated with group size [36, 46, 47]. However, if dominants suffer cognitive constraints in large groups, eviction rates should be higher in small groups where dominants are able to monitor ‘lazy’ helpers.

Here, we exposed helpers from large and small groups to three experimental treatments in the field: (i) a temporary prevention of helping behaviour of a subordinate while being present in the territory; (ii) a temporary removal of a helper from the territory; and (iii) a treatment controlling for handling and manipulation procedures. We aim to answer the following questions: (1) Do N. pulcher helpers increase their submissiveness or helping effort, and/or do they receive more aggression from other group members after being prevented from helping while being present at the territory? (2) Do breeders and other helpers reduce their helping effort on return of the ‘idle’ helper, depending on group size? (3) Are small groups more efficient in executing punishment? (4) What is the functional context responsible for elevated aggression levels towards experimentally manipulated, ‘idle’ helpers? Two answers have been proposed for the fourth question: (i) punishment by dominant individuals [17, 31] or (ii) competition over rank, where lower-rank individuals try to step up the queue and inherit the position of the manipulated helper [17, 48]. To distinguish between these possibilities, manipulating both the helping effort and helper presence is necessary. If punishment is the main driving force of aggression, helpers prevented from helping and helpers temporarily removed from the territory should receive similar amounts of aggression, and aggression should mainly be shown by dominant individuals. Alternatively, if a helper’s absence is perceived as a higher level of cheating, aggression particularly of dominant individuals should be increased, which may result in a higher eviction probability when helpers are temporarily removed from the territory. If aggression reflects conflict over rank, helpers temporarily absent from the territory should receive aggression mainly from other helpers.

### 2. Material and methods

#### (a) Study species

Neolamprologus pulcher inhabits rocky habitats all along the shoreline of Lake Tanganyika, from 3 to 45 m depth [49]. Territories of N. pulcher cluster into colonies, where several social groups live in close proximity to each other [17, 35, 50]. The groups defend distinct patches of stones containing a central breeding shelter and often additional shelters for the other group members to hide from predator attacks [36, 51]. Eggs are attached to the inner walls of the breeding shelters and are mainly cared for by the breeder females and small helpers [23]. Larger helpers engage in defence against con- and heterospecific territory intruders, and egg and fish predators, in digging out shelters for breeding and for protection from predators [21, 23, 33, 52].

#### (b) General field methods

The study was conducted at the southern tip of Lake Tanganyika, at Kasakalawe Point, near Mpolungu, Zambia, from September to December 2011 and 2012, by scuba diving. Our experimental population consisted of five colonies of different sizes. From these colonies we haphazardly allocated 14 large (range: 16–25 members, including the breeder pair) and 21 small family groups (range: 5–7 members) to experimental groups. We haphazardly caught the experimental fish using a Plexiglas tube and two hand nets. Their standard lengths (SL; from the tip of the snout to the posterior end of the vertebral column) were measured using a measuring board with a 1 mm grid. Only helpers between 34 and 48 mm SL were used for the experiment. We took a small fin clip from one of the last three experimental treatments in the field: (i) a temporary prevention of helping behaviour of a subordinate while being present in the territory; (ii) a temporary removal of a helper from the territory; and (iii) a treatment controlling for handling and manipulation procedures. We aim to
(c) Experimental treatments

(i) ‘Prevented help’ treatment \((n = 20)\)

To prevent a focal fish from helping, it was placed in a clear plastic cylinder (height: 10 cm, diameter: 8.5 cm) equipped with a shelter built from two small PVC plates. Holes in the lid of the cylinder allowed for water exchange. The plastic cylinder holding the focal helper was placed close to its original shelter within the home territory. A few minutes after start of confinement, the focal helpers started to move freely in the cylinder and did not show obvious signs of stress. One individual even returned to the cylinder deliberately after the lid had been removed to release the fish back in its home territory. Throughout this treatment, the focal helper was present in the territory but did not participate in the typical helping duties such as territory defence and maintenance, and brood care. After 24 h, we released the focal helper from the cylinder and recorded its behaviour and the behaviours of all other group members for 10 min, which is sufficiently long to obtain a representative sample of the behavioural repertoire of *N. pulcher* [14,53].

(ii) Control treatment \((n = 20)\)

A focal helper was placed in the plastic cylinder and, as in the prevented help treatment, it was individually marked and placed close to its original shelter at the territory. It was released after 5 min; the observer returned 24 h later and recorded the behaviour of the focal helper and the group members for 10 min. Where possible, we performed the prevented help and control treatments in the same group (only twice we had to use different groups), using similar-sized individuals (comparison of focal SL between controls and treatments: Welch two-sample \(t\)-test, \(t = 1.24, d.f = 36.87, p = 0.22\)). This treatment served to control for potential effects of the catching and placement in the cylinder on the subsequent behaviour of the focal helper, and for the potential disturbance of other group members by these manipulations. It only partly controls for possible effects of the releasing procedure, because in the prevented help treatment the behavioural observations directly followed the release. To test for the potential influence of this temporal proximity, we performed a separate series of behavioural recordings on different family groups, which is presented in the electronic supplementary material.

(iii) Helper removal treatment \((n = 20)\)

A focal fish was caught and transferred to a 0.8 × 0.8 × 0.6 m mesh cage that was installed outside of the colony area. After 24 h, the fish was relocated to its family. After releasing the fish, the behaviours of the focal helper and of all other group members were recorded for 10 min. After this observation, we visited each family after 24 h to confirm the acceptance status of the focal helper. For a graphical representation of all treatments, see the electronic supplementary material, figure A1.

(d) Behavioural recordings

During the 10 min behavioural observations, we recorded all submissive and aggressive behaviours of the focal fish (according to an established ethogram of *N. pulcher* [54–56]) shown towards other group members, predators and space competitors, and all aggressive behaviours of all other group members towards the focal helper, predators and space competitors. To score the behaviours, we used a handheld computer (Psion Teklogix Workabout Pro 7525) packed within a waterproof plastic bag and equipped with Noldus POCKET OBSERVER v. 3.0. For our analysis, we distinguished between aggressive behaviours towards group members and towards non-group members (intruders). Aggression or ‘territory defence’ against intruding conspecific individuals was combined into a single ‘defence’ variable for the analysis.

We scored focal helpers as either evicted or accepted 24 h after the release. Accepted focal helpers immediately resumed their helping duties within the group. Evicted helpers received aggression after the release, subsequently left their group and did not return to the groups within 24 h.

(e) Statistical analyses

To compare the submissive behaviours, received aggression, frequency of defence behaviours of focal helpers, frequency of the total group defence behaviours and frequency of the defence behaviours of breeders and other helpers between the treatments and group sizes, generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with log link function were used to account for a Poisson error structure. Treatment and group size of the family (large or small) were always fitted as fixed effects, the SL of the focal helper was included as a covariate and group identity as a random factor to account for repeated measurements within the same group. Full models always included the interaction between treatment and group size. To analyse the defence behaviour of breeders and other helpers, we included the class of group member (breeder, helper) as a factor in the model. Here, all two-way and three-way interactions between the treatment, group size and the class factor were included in the model. To simplify the models, we used stepwise backward elimination of non-significant interaction terms [57,58]. All models were checked for over-dispersion [57].

To analyse whether competition over rank or punishment is the main behavioural mechanism driving elevated aggression levels in the prevented help treatment, we calculated *per capita* aggression rates towards the focal helper from breeders and from helpers. Because *N. pulcher* groups have linear size-based hierarchies, potential competitors for a focal helper’s rank can only be either of the same size or smaller than the focal helper [55]. As we could not catch and precisely measure all group members, we estimated the sizes of non-captured group members to the nearest 1 cm, resulting in a size distribution of 1 cm length classes. For the analysis of *per capita* aggression rates, we then divided helpers into two groups being either larger (all 1 cm classes larger than the focal helper) or ‘similar sized’ (i.e. same or a smaller 1 cm class than the focal helper). However, there was only one case where helpers 2 cm smaller than the focal participated in aggression towards the focal helper. The *per capita* received aggression rates were highly zero inflated, therefore we transformed the data into a binomial data structure, where focal helpers either received aggression or did not. To compare the probability of receiving aggression from breeders, larger or similar-sized helpers, we used a GLMM with a logit link to account for a binomial error structure. Here, the type of group members (breeder, larger and similar-sized helpers), as well as group size (large, small), were fitted as fixed effects. All interactions of the type of group members and group size were included in the model. To compare if helpers were treated differently in large or in small groups in the helper removal treatment, and after being removed versus after being prevented from helping while present, we used eviction rates rather than aggression frequencies. This was necessary because it was not possible to obtain the received aggression rates of evicted individuals, as the time span between release and eviction was very short. Eviction rates were statistically compared using Fisher’s exact tests. For statistical analysis, we used R v. 3.0.1 [59] with the package ‘lme4’ [60].

3. Results

(a) Submission, helping effort and received aggression after experimental prevention of help

Subsequent to being prevented from helping by confinement in a clear cylinder (‘prevented help’ treatment) only focal
helpers in small groups increased their amount of defence compared with helpers in the control treatment (figure 1a and table 1a).

After confinement in the prevented help treatment, focal helpers showed more submissive behaviour towards other group members and received more aggression from group members than after the control treatment (figure 1b,c and table 1b,c). In large groups, focal helpers showed a higher increase in submission after being confined in the cylinder compared with focal helpers in small groups (figure 1b; significant interaction term treatment × group size, table 1b). In larger groups, focal helpers generally tended to show more submission and they received more aggression (figure 1b,c and table 1b,c).

(b) Influence of group size on helping and eviction rates

After focal helpers were released in the prevented help treatment, the total group defence behaviours decreased in all groups compared with the control treatment (figure 2a and table 2a). Large groups reduced their total defence behaviours in this situation more than small groups (figure 2a and table 2a). When comparing the defence behaviours of breeders and of other helpers in small and large groups, we found that helpers decreased their defence significantly in large groups, whereas breeders did so in small groups (figure 2b,c; see three-way interaction in table 2b).

In the helper removal treatment, focal helpers faced a significantly higher evicition probability in small groups compared with helpers in large groups (Fisher’s exact test, \( n = 20, p = 0.003 \); figure 2d). In the prevented help treatment all helpers were re-integrated after the release.

(c) Causes of change in aggression

To disentangle whether changes in the other group members’ aggression reflect punishment or rather conflicts over rank between helpers, we analysed per capita aggression rates and compared the eviction probabilities of focal helpers after being prevented from helping and after being temporarily removed from the territory. After prevention from helping, focal helpers in small groups received aggression mainly from breeders, whereas in large groups mainly similar-sized helpers displayed aggression towards the focal helper (figure 3a and table 3).

Helpers that had been temporarily removed from the territory were significantly more often evicted from their home territory than helpers that had been only prevented from helping but had been present in the territory (Fisher’s exact test, \( n = 20, p = 0.001 \); figure 3b).

4. Discussion

In this study, we experimentally manipulated the helping behaviour of subordinates in a cooperative breeder living
under natural conditions. In our prevented help treatment, we managed for the first time to reduce helping behaviour in a field experiment without removing the helper from the territory, thus allowing us to test for responses to ‘idle’ helpers. Other studies experimentally manipulating behaviours of subordinates have either varied the need for help (e.g. [61,62]) or increased helping behaviours by supplementary feeding experiments [63].

Our results suggest that helpers in small groups compensated for an ‘idle’ period by increased investment in territory defence, and that they faced a higher eviction probability after temporary removal from the territory. Furthermore, all helpers increased their submissiveness towards other group members, which confirms results of a previous laboratory experiment [15]. After being prevented from helping, helpers in large groups received more aggression, probably because more group members were present, and they increased submission more than helpers in small groups, which may indicate an appeasement strategy [15]. However, in contrast to previous experiments, where the breeders’ aggression was not found to increase significantly after the helpers’ resumption of their normal duties [15,17], here we found that breeders and other helpers increased their aggression towards focal helpers after being experimentally prevented from helping. Focal helpers increased their defence behaviours after being prevented from helping only in small groups. A closer inspection of the elevated aggression rates in the prevented help treatment revealed that mainly breeders directed their aggression towards ‘idle’ focal helpers in small, but not in large groups. This supports the hypothesis that punishment may be the main function of elevated aggression levels in small groups, where breeders may be better able to control helpers and punish them when the breeders’ expectation to receive help in territory defence has been violated. In large groups, mainly helpers similar in size to the focal helper showed elevated aggression levels. This did not result in higher cooperative effort of the focal helper, suggesting that the ultimate function of increased aggression towards the focal helper in large groups might be competition over rank among group members. This is consistent

Figure 2. Influence of group size on (a–c) defence behaviours per 10 min of observation in the control and the prevented help treatment and (d) eviction rates in the removal treatment. (a) Total group defence, (b) defence behaviour of other helpers, (c) defence behaviour of breeders, (d) comparison of the number of accepted and evicted focal helpers between small and large groups in the helper removal treatment. (a–c) Triangles represent small groups and circles large groups; medians and interquartile ranges are shown. (d) Grey bars represent accepted focal helpers and white bars evicted focal helpers.
with previous experimental work suggesting that competition over rank rather than coercion might be responsible for increased aggression after helper removal [17,32].

Punishment, where dominant individuals penalize ‘idle’ subordinates, is a crucial component of cooperation based on the pay-to-stay mechanism [11]. It has been argued that unequivocal evidence for punishment is lacking in cooperatively breeding animals [31]. In two other studies where helpers were experimentally removed, both breeders and other helpers increased their aggression towards returning helpers [13,29].

However, an increase in aggression by group members in ‘idle’ helpers has not been documented when the behaviour of helpers was manipulated while they remained in the territory. Instead, in a previous experiment, such treatment caused N. pulcher helpers of small groups to pre-emptively compensate for experimentally induced idleness by increasing helping and submissive behaviour [15]. Also, it has not been shown that whether dominant group members increase their aggression towards ‘idle’ helpers is dependent on group size.

Our results suggest that in large groups factors other than the breeders’ demand for help [18,40,64,65] might determine aggression rates. Our results are consistent with the idea that members of large groups may be limited in their ability to reliably track the behaviours and presence of all other group members. Therefore, an ‘idle’ or absent helper may more easily remain undetected by other group members in large groups, whereas it might be possible to monitor activities of each helper in small groups. Neolamprologus pulcher breeders are able to individually recognize subordinate group members [66,67]. It may be more difficult in larger groups to remember all one’s own helpers beyond a certain time of separation. Based on a theoretical model and a simulation study, similar arguments have been put forward for banded mongooses (Mungos mungo) and for humans, where either reproductive restraint or monitoring of other group members does not work in large groups [37,68]. Thus, proximate constraints may influence the mutual exchange mechanism maintaining cooperation in N. pulcher. Alternatively, large group size may erode the benefits of punishing ‘idle’ subordinates for the breeders, and hence they refrain from punishing despite having the cognitive ability to do so. Such an adaptive explanation has been suggested by models of the evolution of reciprocity and altruistic punishment [69]. Our data do not allow us to differentiate whether proximate constraints or adaptive causes explain the lack of punishment in large groups.

Remarkably, all conclusive experimental evidence for pay-to-stay results from experimental laboratory studies using small group size (e.g. group size 4 [15]; group size 3 [24]). If the pay-to-stay mechanism is limited by the ability to enforce help and to coerce subordinates also in large groups, with increasing group size the function of helping might gradually switch from pay-to-stay towards group augmentation benefits; that is, a mutualism without coercion. This idea is consistent with data suggesting high fitness pay-offs for breeders and helpers in large groups [35,36].

With the notable exception of N. pulcher [15,17–19,21,23–25], among cooperative breeders there seems to be little conclusive evidence showing that dominants use aggression to elevate the work rates of helpers [70]. This raises the question of how social and ecological conditions in N. pulcher differ from other known cooperative systems and which ecological factors enable dominant breeders to enforce help from subordinates. First, N. pulcher groups have a low average relatedness among group members [25,34] due to a frequent exchange of the dominant breeders of groups by predation, and therefore kin-selected benefits of helping are small, particularly for older helpers in their late juvenile and early adult stage. Second, outside options for helpers are strongly constrained because of an extremely high predation risk outside of groups [51]. Founding of new groups appears to be difficult, as it was observed only rarely, and small groups have a low chance of persistence [35]. Therefore, voluntary dispersal occurs only if vacancies arise due to predation in existing groups [19]. Thus, the particular relatedness structure and ecology of N. pulcher combined with the unique possibility to experimentally manipulate this system such that alternative mechanisms can be excluded may explain why the pay-to-stay mechanism has received its strongest support to date in this cichlid fish. We would like to propose that the potential for helper coercion should be studied in cooperative breeders, which share the prerequisites of low within-group relatedness and constrained outside options. Potential candidates may be found among cooperative breeding bird species such as the pied kingfisher or white-winged trumpeter, where unrelated individuals can join in alloparental care and single pairs are unable to defend a territory to raise young (for a review, see [71]).

In conclusion, we found that punishment of lazy helpers can explain why subordinates pay to stay in N. pulcher, at least in small groups. Our study shows that punishment of ‘idle’ helpers is not dependent on the physical absence of the subordinate (e.g. [13,17]). Instead, dominant individuals seem to directly evaluate the helping effort of subordinates in this species, in which help is traded for acceptance in the territory. Furthermore, our results suggest that group size may influence the regulation of conflicts between group

### Table 2. Comparisons of (a) the total group defence and (b) the defence of all other group members against conspecifics and predators in the prevented help and control treatments. Reference categories for estimates of factor ‘treatment’: control treatment; of factor ‘group size’: large groups; and of factor ‘class’: breeders. n = 21 groups; p-values of less than 0.05 are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factors</th>
<th>estimate ± s.e.</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) total defence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>−0.621 ± 0.14</td>
<td>−4.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group size</td>
<td>−0.8 ± 0.234</td>
<td>−3.84</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat × group size</td>
<td>0.625 ± 0.238</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) defence of other group members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.573</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group size</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.573</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class</td>
<td>3.385 ± 0.51</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat × group size</td>
<td>−1.53 ± 0.65</td>
<td>−2.36</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat × class</td>
<td>−2.166 ± 0.5</td>
<td>−3.61</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>−3.847 ± 0.598</td>
<td>−6.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size × class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat × group size</td>
<td>1.734 ± 0.786</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
members by changing the relative importance of breeders and helpers in penalizing ‘idle’ subordinates. We propose that preventing subordinates from helping duties without removing them from the territory should be generally adopted in studies focusing on the compensation ability of ‘idle’ helpers (e.g. [13,17,72]). Our results have important general implications for the understanding of cooperation in highly social species, where unrelated individuals help dominant breeders to raise their offspring [24,73–75].

Our study adheres to the legal requirements of Zambia and Switzerland, and was conducted under the Memorandum of Understanding of 2008 between the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Zambia, the University of Zambia, the Universities of Basel and Bern, Switzerland and the University of Graz, Austria. All experiments were conducted according to the guidelines of the Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour.
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Table 3. Comparison of the per capita received aggression of focal helpers in the prevented help treatment. Reference categories for estimates of factors ‘larger helper’ and ‘similar helpers’: breeder; and of factor ‘group size’: large groups. n = 20 groups; p-values of less than 0.05 are highlighted in bold, and 0.05 < p < 0.1 are italicized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factors</th>
<th>estimate ± s.e.</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>per capita received aggression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larger helper</td>
<td>−0.421 ± 0.906</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similar helper</td>
<td>1.433 ± 1.022</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group size</td>
<td>0.879 ± 0.957</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larger helper × group size</td>
<td>−2.718 ± 1.571</td>
<td>−1.730</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similar helper × group size</td>
<td>−4.572 ± 1.641</td>
<td>−2.79</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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